H ermite's n-point osculatory interpolation formula for equally spaced arguments at intervals of h, employing the function and its derivative is very much more accurate than the corresponding n-point Lagrangian form ula and considerably more accurate than even the 2n-point Lagrangian formula at int.ervals of h. Also it is specially suited for interpolation in many functions (e. g., Bessel, probability) that are tabulated with their derivative. To avoid the tremendous amount of labor in calculating the coefficients of I i and It in the forms that they are usually given, Hermite's formula is expressed as
I(Xo + ph) = :E (IXJi+fJ;hI:)/ :E lXi+ R 2n(p ), i i
where
IXi "'" a ;/( p -i)2+ bi /( p -i) , (J,= ai/(p-i),
and where (i-i).
j= -[(n-l )/2] j=-[(n -l )/2]
The constant ken), which may be picked arbitrarily, is here chosen to make a. and bi integers.
The exact values of a i and b . are given for n = 2(1) 11, i = -[(n-l)/2] to [n/ 2] so t hat this formula can be applied exactly for any polynomial up to t he 21 st degree. A schedule gives approxima te upper bounds for the coefficients of
When a function.f(x) and its first derivative are known at 11 points Xt, i= l, 2, . ,11, a highly accurate interpolation formula due to Hermite is given by
and (3) Thus (1) is exact whenever j(x) is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to 211 -l. When the points Xt are equally spaced at intervals of h, it is customary to alter the notation in X i , letting i run from -[(11-1) /2] to [11/2J instead of 1 to 11, where [m] denotes the largest integer not exceeding m, Then it is convenient to choose a variable p given by x=xo+ph and to let x;= xo+ ih. Also, j(x) j(xo + ph) =.fp =j, j(x ;) =jt, and 1'(Xt) =j :. Then (1) , for j(x) considered as a function of p, is expressible as
where now
and 
There are many advantages in the use of (1) or (4) over th e ordinary Lagrangian interpolation formula given (for equal spacing) by where we have approximately (9) where /:""' j is th e approximate mth difference of the tabulated j(x) , th e remainder term for (7) is of th e order of /:,.njD n) (p )/n!, whereas that for (4) 
. (2n) .
The user can apprecia te the improvement by comparing th e approximate upper bounds for the multiplier of j<2n) (~) h2 n in R 2n (P ) of (4) which are tabulated in the sch edule at the end, with the approximate upper bounds for th e multiplier of j<n) (~) h n in R n(P) of (7) , which are tabulated in [3 , p. xvi]l and from which t his present schedule was calcul ated . Thus it will be apparent th at (4) is a very much more accurate formula than (7). Of course, we are comparing (4), a confluent form of a 2n-point formula , with (7), which is only an n-point formula.
But it is important to note than even if (4) is compared with formula (7) taken for 2n points at intervals of h, instead of n points, the remainder term would differ from that in (4) (apart from a different ~ in j<2 n) m) by the presence of th e factor L (2n) (p) instead of th e factor {D n) (p )}2, which has a very much smaller upper bound than the L (2,,) (p) , showing that wherever it is possible to be used, the n-point Hermite osculating interpolation formula is much to be preferred, regarding accuracy, to a 2n-point Lagrangian interpolation formula at the same interval h. This last statement becomes intuitively plausible when the osculating interpolation formula for n points at intervals of h is regarded as a confluen t form of a 2n-point Lagrangian formula whose 2n points lie within a range of nh so that the " average interval" between those 2n points is only half the interval of h for the usual 2n-point Lagrangian formula. Thus the upper bound for the remainder term of the n-poin t osculating formula would be expected to be of the order of (1/2 2 ") th of the upper bound for the remainder term of the 2n-point Lagrangian formula ; actual estimates show it to be even considerably smaller. For example, the 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-point osculating formulas have error terms whose upper bounds are around 1/ 16th, 1/ 110, 1/640, and 1/3000 of th e respective upper bounds of the error terms in the 4-, 6-, 8-, and 10-point Lagrangian formulas .
A second important advantage in (4) is that it is suited for use with very many tables where the derivative of the function is tabulated alongside of the function itself. For example, it is useful in tables of Bessel functions of the first and second kind [4 , 5, 6 ] which give J 1 (x) = -J~(x), Yl(X)=-Y~(x), and probability functions [7] , and in numerous tables of more elementary functions and their integrals, such as tables of sine, cosine, or exponential integrals [8, 9] , where the derivative is very easy to obtain.
Howev er, the use of (1) or (4) in the form usually presented [1, 2] requires a considerable amount of computational labor which mounts considerably as the number of points Xi increases. It is the purpose of this present article to provide a means of using (4) with a small fraction of the labor involved in the direct calculation of the coefficients of j ; andj; . The idea [11] , and also for complex arguments whether in Cartesian [12] or polar form [1 3, 14] , and finally even for function s that are interpolable by expressions that are not transformable into polynomials [15] . Recently, the writer in looking for some way to redu ce the amount of work in using (4), observed that Taylor's idea could be extended also to the calculation of osc ulating interpolation coefficients. In place of extensive tables of the (2n-1) th degree polynomial coefficients of f i andf: in (4), one requires for each separate n only some fixed quantities at and bi , which are exact integers and are tabulated below. To see th is, one merely expresse (4) as
j=-[ (n -l )/2J (11) Now the right m ember of (4) or (10) without the R 2n(P) gives the express ion for a (2n -1)th degree polynomial, which , wi th its derivative, assumes preassign ed valu es of f i andf: at X = Xt, and moreover that polynomial is uniquely determined by the f i and K For proof of uniqueness see [1 , p. 85-86] , where T. Fort gives a demonstration of the unique existence of a more general osculating formul a. His proof is practically complete save for the explicit indication that the mode of representation of any (mn-1) th degree polynomial which is given at the bottom of page 85 is always possible (which is fairly obvious). Now we make li se of this uniqu eness of represen tation by pu tting f (x) = 1 into (10), so that both f: and R2"(P) are zero,fi= 1, and we get
Thus from (l0) and (12),
where at and bt are gi ven by
(1 4) (15) and where k(n) is any suitably chosen constant of proportionality that depcnds only upon 71; In the present case the k (n) was chosen as to give exact integral values for ai and bi instead of rational fractional values.
It is simplest to think of thc approximation to f(x) in the concise form
j 'l, (aJi+ f3Jif/ )
"'" 'l,a j ,
( 1 6) where
ai = a;/(p -i)2 + bd (p -i),
and f3 i=a;/(p -i).
_ ~ In using (16) , (17), and (18) with a desk calculator, it is easiest to first divide ai by p -i to get f3 i, which is next both multiplied by hj;' and increased by bi. The latter, or f3 i+ bi, is again divided by (p -i) to give a t, from which one obtains bothaJi and~a i andfinally~(aJi+ f3 ihj/) /~a i '
The computation of the quantities a i and bt was quite straightforward. Since
i+ [(n -l) /2] (n -l ) ., mstead of A i, the proportIOnal quantltIeS i+[(n -l )/2]
were calculated. Then they were multiplied by the -2Li (nl / (i), which were calculated by differentiating the explicit polynomial expressions L i(nl (p ) and then setting p =i. All frac-
were cleared by multiplication of these quantities, as well as
by some suitable integer, for each n , to yield the exact integral values for a t and bi, which are tabulated below. The at and bi were checked by both recomputation and by use in an example for every n where the answer was known exactly and where the computation by (13) (or the equivalent (16), (17), and (18)) doing the work in decimal form to avoid too much labor, gave agreement to 10 significant figures . The schedule giving th e approximate upper bounds for the coefficients of jC2nl (~) h2n "'6.2nj in the error term R2n(P ), (see (4) with (6), or (13) 
